USING MATERIALS IN
MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Introduction to PBR Materials
Obtaining textures
Obtain textures from CC0 Textures or Textures.com. Preferably the files should be in PNG
format, otherwise convert the files to PNG. JPEG in theory is also accepted but will lose
quality if it needs to be expanded or zoomed in.
If you cannot find all map textures, either you create them with photoshop/gimp if you have
experience…. Or you could use Materialize.
With Materialize you only need a picture, and you can build the different maps needed.
 If you want to understand more about PBR materials take a look to this video
Realistic Materials in ANY RENDERING PROGRAM with Maps - PBR Material Tutorial YouTube
 An introduction to Materialize
FREE TOOL For Creating PBR Material Maps from Photos - Materialize! - YouTube

Theory
Using the sample below (link provided) we obtain the following files:

Note that there are some maps which will not be needed (Emission and Displacement)
The sample below should be the final texture we want to achieve.

Office Ceiling 003 on CC0 Textures

FILE TYPES REQUIRED
FILE
Albedo – Colour-Diffuse

Comments
The colour of the roof is white. White/greyish also are the
metal bars. The spots seen darker is the result of applying
mostly ambient occlusion, and normal (there will be less
lights in the holes). That is the reason why the spots do
not appear in the albedo file as some could expect. The
material and the texture of the plaster is completely
white. It is made of gesso, that is why it is completely
white. Makes sense, right?
The panel in the right bottom uses an emissive effect
(light), but MS will show it using the colour mapped in the
file, so the light blue and grey as if the lights were always
switched on. So to obtain lights in MSFS use lights in
Blender.
Am I right?

TRICK TO CHANGE COLORS
We can change the colour in “Albedo Color” to colourize the tone of the texture as in the example
below

to keep the original tone, just leave Albedo Colour white

Normal

These files are always in pink/purple tones.
The normal map is used to simulate light in bumps and
flat surfaces. The result is not a bumpy surface, but the
effect to our eyes looks like if it was bumpy.
Purple and uniform colour means it is a flat material, the
normal of the material is perpendicular to the face
(tangent of the face). The noisier the normal map, the
rougher a material is and the more “craziness” on the
light reception.
As per this normal picture map , the metal bars are
uniform (flat purple tone), while the plates are noisy. The

panel with light (upper left corner) is also flat as it is
supposed to be a polished glass or surface in there. This
map of normal is also used to simulate bumpiness.
Due to the absence of displacement map in MSFS, the
normal map is used instead although will not produce the
exaggerated effect that can be achieved with
Displacement maps

AO – Ambient Occlusion

Roughness VS Smoothness-Gloss

This map is used to add details to the shadows of the
texture.
White means the light will arrive to those areas.
Black means they are dark areas/shadows produced by
the material itself.
In this sample, we could think that the material file
(albedo/diffuse) should have spots, but the reality is that
the spots were the result of applying mostly the AO map.
Roughness and normal map also helped to achieve that
effect; as the whole plates were completely white as
seen in the Albedo image.
*Question: AO in a whole scene is the result of each
material, but also and mostly where that material is in
respect to the adjacent meshes. (eg. A corner will receive
less light) How can we include this on the AO Map? Do we
always have to bake the whole scene if we want to
achieve this AO final result? Could anyone point me into a
good (for dummies) video tutorial around the baking
technique?
Be aware that smooth/Gloss is the opposite of rough, so
if we download a “Smooth or gloss map image”, it
MUST BE INVERTED
MSFS wants roughness maps.
The roughness maps indicates reflexion of the light on the
surface
The darker means the smooth the material is (e.g the
glass, and the bars made of plasting holding the plates)
As more white the image becomes it means it is more
rough, less polished and will reflect less light.
Combining this image with the normal one, we can
understand why the plastic bars holding the roof will
become flat and will reflect light
Be aware that smooth/Gloss is the opposite of rough, so
if we download a “Smooth or gloss map image”, it
MUST BE INVERTED in order to be used in MSFS.
Otherwise we could end up having the opposite
effect to the wished one.

Metal / Specular

White indicates metal presence. Metal will reflect the
light and will behave as metal.. Black means absence of
metal.
Note that only the rectangle around the lamp has metal,
bars holding the plates in the roof are made of plastic,
although they can reflect light it will not be as the metal.

RGB / COMPOUND CHANNEL IMAGES

Red
Ambient occlusion
Green Roughness
Blue Metal
The AO, roughness and Metal fies have to be baked in the
three channels (Red, green and blue). That is why AO,
Roughness and metal will always be in a grey scale. Black
means there is no colour in that channel
(e.g. there is no metal in the plaster material in the metal
map)

An example of the mix of these three
channels achieved is this:

Red
Ambient
occlusion
Green Roughness

Blue

Emissive

Metal

WHITE
No shadows
e.g Plastic
Reflects light
(e.g a mirror,
a humid floor)

BLACK
Shadow area
e.g. porous
surface
(spounge, etc)
Does not
reflect the
light (a dry
spounge)
Absence of
metal
e.g. Plastic

Behaves as
metal
e.g Gold
polished
Is this channel used in MSFS? If yes, how? Where it fits in
the map?
What is this and how can that be used?

How to generate the compound file needed for AO, rough and metal channel?
Using Photoshop
Packing Textures Into RGB Channels In Photoshop [ORM Maps] - YouTube
Note Adobe photoshop is not free.

Simple and quick method
The best option found has been ImageMagick, and it´s completely free:
ImageMagick - Convert, Edit, or Compose Digital Images
Install it in your system, open the command line and write the following command in the
folder where you´ve got your 3 files

magick convert ao.png rough.png metal.png -combine comp.png

that command will do the magic inmediately for us. Nothing else to be worried from now on.
Note the name of the files in bold

Using Materialize
The program has a bug and although I have tried tons of times I cannot obtain the MAP/Composed
file

Using GIMP
(1) GIMP Tutorial: Color Channels Explained - YouTube

USING PBR MATERIALS IN BLENDER FOR MSFS
First of

MATERIALIZE INTRODUCTION
1. Load files in Materialize with this approach:

2. Note that MSFS requires ROUGNESS and not SMOOTHNESS as Materialize thinks so there is
no need for a change, however the final image in materialize could not look as you willl see it
in MSFS. If you want to see it right in Materialize then inverse the roughness image, so click
on “I” button to reverse it.

3.
4.
Texture File
Albedo – Colour Diffuse

MATERIALIZE

This is the Colour map, what your eye distinguishes without any
problem unless you are colour-blind.

BLENDER

Height (Aka
Displacement)

It is in theory not needed as MSFS cannot represent height
maps. However, if you want to create a Normal Map in
Materialize you´ll need first the height map. You can discard it
for MSFS/Blender

Normal

HERE IT COMES THE FUNNY PART
RGB (AO,
Roughtness and
Metallic)

Useful links
glTF Materials (flightsimulator.com)

Not Needed

